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IMPACT OF BUDGET CONSTRAINTS ON WEEKLY ACTIVITY 
PATTERNS OF ROAD USERS 

Christoph GRINGMUTH1 

Abstract. The content of this paper is about a model to simulate weekly activity 
plans of road users and to find out under which conditions changes of activity 
patterns occur. In the focus of interest is the sensitivity of activity patterns to 
budget constraints. The budgets of road users are time and cost budgets for 
mobility. A scheduling approach considering budgets is used to simulate weekly 
activity patterns. The model will be calibrated on the basis of datasets of the 
German Mobility Panel (MOP). 

1. Introduction 
Technology of de-central communication systems has developed quite fast in the last 
decade. Thus the possibility to realise intelligent traffic management has increased. One 
important factor of success is to know about the behaviour of the road users, who perform 
their activities under the influence of information and communication technology (ICT).  

The use of ICT will change travel times and travel costs and has an influence on the 
budgets of time and money of the road users. This effect will be strengthened when 
information services will be combined with road pricing measures.  

This paper presents an approach, which simulates the behaviour of road users under 
budget constraints. The model represents an improvement of the first two steps of the 
classical four-step-approach of transport modelling. It generates the steps traffic demand 
and destination choice in a dynamical way depending on budget constraints. This allows 
quantifying the feedback between economical developments referring to the different time 
and cost budget of different groups of road users. 

The German Ministry of Research and Education (BMBF) supported the development 
of the approach in the context of the project OVID (http://www.ovid.uni-
karlsruhe.de/). 
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2. Significant Examples of Activity Models 
The activity based modelling in passenger transport is well known. For example Bowman 
and John [1] generated a large-scale operational activity based travel demand model with a 
nested logit-structure. This model consists of two models on different levels. On the lower 
level they use a tour model and on the higher level a daily activity pattern model. Another 
integrated model system was proposed by When and Koppelman [2] to simulate short-
range decisions including generation of daily maintenance activities and the allocation of 
stops and cars to household members. Bhat et al. [3] have built up a very similar framework 
called CEMDAP as part of an econometric simulator for daily activity travel patterns. 
Doherty [4] presented first approaches to support decision processes by empirical results. 
He compared planned and real behaviour patterns during a week based on an inquiry. The 
generated database delivers characteristics of behaviour patterns over one week [5]. 

3. Concept of the Model 
The concept to reproduce activity patterns of road users is based on the modelling of single 
activities. A model shall be built up, which meets the following goals: 

• Production of weekly activity patterns of road users 
• Meeting statistical mean values of measured weekly activity pattern (MOP) 
The model shall be an experimental platform, which allows testing different algorithms. 

Therefore its structure has to be modular incorporating interfaces, which allow an easy 
integration of algorithms. Further the model shall have a GUI for data input allowing non-
programmers to use the model. Additionally to the storage of the out put the model shall 
have a graphical data output.  

The calibration of the model shall be done by comparison of the simulation results with 
measured data. There exist manifold empirical studies about the behaviour of road users. 
One can distinguish between cross and longitudinal section surveys, whereby the cross-
section surveys report only occurrence at a point of time while longitudinal section surveys 
report occurrences of a time period.  

In Germany a longitudinal section surveys is existing called the “German Mobility 
Panel” (MOP) [6]. Since 1994 1000 households per year report their whole activity pattern 
of one complete week. The members of the households fill out a diary, in which they 
document their trips. Further the kilometric performance with vehicles and fuel 
consumption is documented. Figure 1 shows a reported weekly schedule of a person with 
an unsteady schedule. The thick bars represent mobility activities, the thin bars are other 
types of activity like work, education, leisure, shopping, staying at home. 

The acquisition period of the MOP is one week because a week is a historical and 
cultural grown planning horizon. So it seems to be more reasonable to consider the 
planning horizon of one week than of separate days. E.g. [7] has examined the correlation 
between weekly and daily routines. He found out that the characteristics of a person and 
their environment determines the weekly planning process, while daily routines are 
influenced by short-term factors like well being or weather. This shows that modelling of 
daily routines is correlated with higher uncertainties than weekly routines. If a person 
decides to schedule a day depending on the weather this is only possible when there exists a 
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space of time represented by the rest of the week allowing the performance of the temporal 
postponed activity. In this approach whole weeks as they are reported in the MOP shall be 
modelled. Results of [5] will be considered. 

Figure 1. Diary of one week of a person with an unsteady schedule 

The planning process can be modelled on several ways. An intimating approach is the 
solution finding by heuristics. Results of heuristic processes are possible solutions of a 
problem. Heuristics do not find the optimal solution. This fits with the human planning 
process. Planning a week is a process, which isn’t based on total but on limited information. 
This is caused by the limited process capacity of the human short-term memory, which is 
responsible for information registration and the limited human long-term memory 
responsible for the information storage. To take an optimal decision all relevant information 
would need to be available, what almost never is the case in reality. Thus heuristic 
algorithms comply with the way of human decision-making; they produce no optimal but 
possible solutions satisfying all constraints of a problem. 

The planning process is assumed as a scheduling process. Scheduling problems can be 
solved with heuristics. Heuristics are algorithms producing solutions, which fulfil all 
constraints. A general classification of constraints describing the activity space of people 
was made by [8]. These are  

• Capability constraints of biological, physical or socio-economic nature,  
• Authority constraints of space (e.g. private property), time (opening hours, 

holidays) or legislative boundaries, and thirdly  
• Coupling constraints like coordination with schedules of other persons (household 

members).  
For every person these constraints have to be defined referring to the planning process 

of weekly schedules. The “German Mobility Panel” (MOP) is used to describe the 
constraints for each behaviour homogeneous group.  

As a starting point the constraints will define the problem very exactly so that there is a 
big probability to reproduce the measured patterns. Then the constraints will be reduced in 
order to find out the possible range of problem definition referring to constraints. 
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The goal of the calibration process is to meet the statistical mean values of the weekly 
activity patterns of the MOP to validate the simulation result. Statistical measures are mean 
values and variance of the following variables: 

• Trips per person per day (per activity), 
• Distance per person per day, 
• Budget of time for mobility per person per day, 
• Budget of time for activities out of office, 
• Typical combinations of activities to trips. 
After calibration several scenarios will be performed. The input of the first scenarios 

will be the output of the traffic simulations performed in the context of the project OVID 
[9]. There a micro-simulation of reactions of road users on new information services will 
deliver changing travel times and costs. These values will be the input for the scheduling 
model, which will deliver the rearrangement of weekly routines caused by changes of 
budget constraints. 

4. Realisation 
To build up a simulation tool producing weekly schedules by the use of heuristics the 
commercialised software modules ILOG Scheduler and Solver [http://www.ilog.com/] 
are used. ILOG Scheduler is a software product delivering a library of activities containing 
all types of activities in a generic way. The UNIX-based Version allows programming in 
C++, what guaranties a flexible and object-oriented formulation of the problem. The 
problem description generated by the use of the ILOG “Scheduler” represents the input for 
the ILOG-module “Solver” which contents heuristic processes.  

Completing the solving process additionally routines are programmed like a priority list 
of activities to cancel activities in case that some constraints can’t be fulfilled. Further a 
household module reflects the fact of limited mobility resources. If one member of the 
family with prioritised right of car use needs the car the other household members have to 
plan their schedule without the resource “car”. 

To build up the agenda of behavioural homogeneous groups the datasets of the “MOP” 
have to be analysed. This is done by the use of the statistic software SAS 
[http://www.sas.com/]. 

The GUI of the model is shown in Figure 2. The GUI contains four sections: template, 
agenda, goal and schedule. In the first section “agenda” the behaviour homogeneous group 
is defined like student or employed single. In the section agenda the weekly plan of a 
person is specified. The section goal allows choosing the optimisation goal. Through these 
steps the problem is defined and the scheduling process can be started. 

This is a work in progress. The state of affairs is the following: The scheduling process 
is implemented and tested with basic elements. The additionally routines “priority list of 
activities” and “use of mobility resource in household” are implemented. At the moment 
the analysis of the datasets of the “MOP” is ongoing. First characteristics for some 
behavioural homogeneous groups are fixed, e.g. maximum number of trips per group per 
day or average starting time of work. 

It is planned to finish implementation and calibration in 08/2005. This means that first 
results can be presented at the conference. 
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Figure 2: GUI of the scheduling model 

5. Conclusion 
The presented approach is an improvement of the two first steps of the existing four-step-
approach of transport planning. The demand modelling and the destination choice are based 
on a method, which reflects the behaviour of road users in a realistic way. It considers the 
fact that every decision of people is made under budget constraints of time and money as 
well as under the constraint of incomplete information. Therefore the use of heuristics to 
generate weekly schedules of road users delivers an adequate solving algorithm. A further 
improvement is the use of the “German Mobility Panel” as database for generating the 
input of the scheduling process as well as calibration base. The synthetic reproduction of 
the MOP is a valuable starting point to perform scenarios of changing budget situations. 
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